President’s Report
The Satellite Industry Association's Monthly Newsletter Featuring the Latest Association and Member News and Industry Events

Welcome to the SIA Newsletter! Find out what’s new in the satellite industry.


TRENDS COLUMN FOR NOVEMBER - The Latest Satellites and COVID-19 TRENDS - Satellites and COVID-19 Update

SIA MEETS WITH FCC INTERNATIONAL AND WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUREAUS VIA TELECONFERENCE TO DISCUSS PART 25 RULES REPORT AND ORDER

PLANET IMAGERY INDICATES FAR-REACHING ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PANDEMIC

SES ANNOUNCES Q3 FINANCIALS BECOMES FIRST COMMERCIAL IMAGERY PROVIDER TO JOIN NASA RFF CONSORTIUM

CONNECTIVITY TO UNDERSERVED AND UNSERVED REGIONS OF CANADA

TELESAT SIGNS AGREEMENT TO BRIDGE THE DIGITAL DIVIDE BY BRINGING SATELLITE CONNECTION TO CANADA'S NORTH

OMINISPACE TAGS EXOLAUNCH TO LOFT TWO 5G COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

WASHINGTON STATE INTELSAT AND INLAND CELLULAR PARTNER TO PROVIDE LTE BROADBAND TO WESTERN WASHINGTON

EUTELSAT KONNECT HIGH THROUGHPUT SATELLITE NOW OPERATIONAL

INMARSAT ANNOUNCES IDRS REAL-TIME LINK FOR LEO AND GEO SATELLITES

SPACEX LAUNCHES 60 ADDITIONAL STARLINK BROADBAND SATELLITES

INMARSAT ANNOUNCES IDRS REAL-TIME LINK FOR LEO AND GEO SATELLITES

NASA AIDS DISASTER RESPONSE IN CENTRAL AMERICA FOLLOWING ETA AND IOTA

SPACEX LAUNCHES 60 ADDITIONAL STARLINK BROADBAND SATELLITES

LOCKHEED MARTIN MANUFACTURED GPS III SV-04 SATELLITES"